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Chapter 2
The Ant Colony Optimization
Meta-Heuristi
2.1

Introdu tion

Ant algorithms are multi-agent systems in whi h the behavior of ea h single agent, alled
or ant for short in the following, is inspired by the behavior of real ants. Ant
algorithms are one of the most su essful examples of swarm intelligent systems [3℄, and
have been applied to many types of problems, ranging from the lassi al traveling salesman
problem, to routing in tele ommuni ations networks. In this se tion we will fo us on the
ant olony optimization (ACO) meta-heuristi [18℄, whi h de nes a parti ular lass of ant
algorithms, alled in the following ACO algorithms.
ACO algorithms have been inspired by the following experien e run by Goss et al. [31℄
using a olony of real ants. A laboratory olony of Argentine ants (Iridomyrmex humilis )
is given a ess to a food sour e in an arena linked to the olony's nest by a bridge with
two bran hes of di erent length (see gure 2.1). Bran hes are arranged in su h a way
that ants going in either dire tion (from the nest to the food sour e or vi e versa) must
hoose between one bran h or the other. The experimental observation is that, after a
transitory phase whi h an last a few minutes, most of the ants use the shortest bran h.
It is also observed that the olony's probability of sele ting the shortest bran h in reases
with the di eren e in length between the two bran hes. The emergen e of this shortest
path sele tion behavior an be explained in terms of auto atalysis (positive feedba k ) and
di erential path length, and it is made possible by an indire t form of ommuni ation,
known as stigmergy [32℄ mediated by lo al modi ations of the environment.
In fa t, Argentine ants, while going from the nest to the food sour e and vi e versa,
deposit a hemi al substan e, alled pheromone, on the ground. When they arrive at a
de ision point, like the interse tion between left and right bran hes, they make a probabilisti hoi e biased by the amount of pheromone they smell on the two bran hes. This
behavior has an auto atalyti e e t be ause the very fa t of hoosing a path will in rease
the probability that it will be hosen again by future ants. At the beginning of the experiment there is no pheromone on the two bran hes and therefore ants going from the nest
to the food sour e will hoose any of the two bran hes with equal probability. Due to differential bran h length, the ants hoosing the shortest bran h will be the rst to rea h the
food sour e. When they, in their path ba k to the nest, rea h the de ision point, they will
see some pheromone trail on the shorter path, the trail they released during the forward
travel, and will hoose it with higher probability than the longer one. New pheromone will
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Figure 2.1: Experimental apparatus for the bridge experiment. Bran hes have di erent
length. Ants move from the nest to the food sour e and ba k.
be released on the hosen path, making it even more attra tive for the subsequent ants.
While the pro ess iterates, pheromone on the shorter path is deposited at an higher rate
than on the longer one, making the shorter path more and more sele ted until all ants end
up using it.
In the next se tions we show how these simple ideas an be engineered and put to
work so that a olony of arti ial ants an nd good solutions to diÆ ult optimization
problems.
2.2

The simple ant

olony optimization algorithm

In this se tion a very simple ant-based algorithm is presented to illustrate the basi behavior of the ACO meta-heuristi and to put in eviden e its basilar omponents.
The main task of ea h arti ial ant, similarly to their natural ounterparts, is to nd
a shortest path between a pair of nodes on a graph on whi h the problem representation
is suitably mapped.
Let G = (N; E ) be a onne ted graph with n = jN j nodes. The simple ant olony optimization (S-ACO) algorithm an be used to nd a solution to the shortest path problem
de ned on the graph G, where a solution is a path on the graph onne ting a sour e node
s to a destination node d, and the path length is given by the number of hops in the path
(see gure 2.2).
To ea h ar (i; j ) of the graph is asso iated a variable ij alled arti ial pheromone
trail, pheromone trail for short in the following. Pheromone trails are read and written by
ants. The amount (intensity) of pheromone trail is proportional to the utility, as estimated
by the ants, of using that ar to build good solutions.
Ea h ant applies a step-by-step onstru tive de ision poli y to build problem's solutions. At ea h node lo al information, maintained on the node itself and/or on its outgoing
ar s, is used in a sto hasti way to de ide the next node to move to.
The de ision rule of an ant k lo ated in node i uses the pheromone trails ij to ompute
the probability with whi h it should hoose node j 2 Ni as the next node to move to,1
where Ni is the set of one-step neighbors of node i:
8  if j 2 N
i
< ij
(2.1)
pkij = :
0 if j 2= Ni
1 At the beginning of the sear

ar s.

h pro ess, a same, small, amount of pheromone 0 is assigned to all the
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Figure 2.2: Ants build solutions, that is paths, from a sour e to a destination node. The
ants hoosing the solid line path will arrive sooner to the destination and will therefore be
the rst to bias sear h of ants moving ba k to the sour e node.
While building a solution ants deposit pheromone information on the ar s they use. In
S-ACO ants deposit a onstant amount  of pheromone. Consider an ant that at time
t moves from node i to node j . It will hange the pheromone value ij as follows:
ij (t) ij (t) + 
(2.2)
By this rule, whi h simulates real ants' pheromone depositing on ar (i; j ), an ant using
the ar onne ting node i to node j in reases the probability that ants will use the same
ar in the future. As in the ase of real ants, auto atalysis and di erential path length are
at work to favor the emergen e of short paths.
To avoid a qui k onvergen e of all the ants towards a sub-optimal path, an exploration
me hanism is added: similarly to real pheromone trails, arti ial pheromone trails \evaporate". In this way pheromone intensity de reases automati ally, favoring the exploration
of di erent ar s during the whole sear h pro ess. The evaporation is arried out in a simple
way, de reasing pheromone trails in an exponential way,  (1 );  2 (0; 1℄ at ea h
iteration of the algorithm. Preliminary experiments run with S-ACO using a simple graph
modeling the experimental apparatus of gure 2.1 have shown that the algorithm e e tively nds the shortest path between the simulated nest and food sour es. Experiments
have also shown that if we in rease the omplexity of the sear hed graph, for example by
onne ting the nest to the food sour e by means of more than two possible paths, the
behavior of the algorithm tends to be ome less stable and the value given to parameters
be omes riti al.
S-ACO must therefore be taken for what it is: a dida ti example that, be ause of its
simpli ity, has a number of limitations. The algorithms de ned in the following of this
and of the following hapters share the basi properties of S-ACO, but are enri hed with
extra apabilities whi h help to over ome S-ACO limitations. For example, we an make
the amount of pheromone deposited by ants proportional to the quality of the solution
built or being generated by the ant so that pheromone information be omes more useful in
dire ting ants sear h. Also, be ause in many problems some form of heuristi information
is available at the nodes, it would be desirable to have ants able to use it.
Another important point is that it would be desirable to enlarge the lass of problems
that an be atta ked by ACO algorithms. S-ACO an be applied only to shortest path
problems without additional onstraints: If we want to use it to nd a shortest Hamiltonian
path on a graph, that is, a path whi h visits all the nodes on e and only on e, we need to
give our ants at least some limited form of memory.
In the next se tions we will introdu e the ACO meta-heuristi , whi h builds on the
S-ACO model enri hing arti ial ants with a number of apa ities that do not nd their
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ounterpart in real ants, but that allow to over ome the above-listed limitations of the
simple model.
2.3

The ACO meta-heuristi

ACO algorithms, that is, instan es of the ACO meta-heuristi introdu ed in the following
of this se tion, an be applied to dis rete optimization problems that an be hara terized
as follows:
 A nite set of omponents C = f 1; 2; : : : ; NC g is given.
 A nite set L of possible onne tions/transitions among the elements of C is de ned
over a subset C~ of the Cartesian produ t C  C , L = fl i j j ( i; j ) 2 C~ g; jLj  NC2 .
 For ea h l i j 2 L a onne tion ost fun tion J i j  J (l i j ; t), possibly parametrized
by some time measure t, is de ned.
 A nite set of onstraints  (C; L; t) is assigned over the elements of C and L.
 The states of the problem are de ned in terms of sequen es s = h i; j ; : : : ; k ; : : :i
over the elements of C (or, equivalently, of L). If S is the set of all possible sequen es,
the set S~ of all the (sub)sequen es that are feasible with respe t to the onstraints
(C; L; t), is a subset of S . The elements in S~ de ne the problem's feasible states.
The length of a sequen e s, that is, the number of omponents in the sequen e, is
expressed by jsj.
 A neighborhood stru ture is assigned as follows: the state s2 is said to be a neighbor
of s1 if (i) both s1 and s2 are in S , (ii) the state s2 an be rea hed from s1 in one
logi al step, that is, if 1 is the last omponent in the sequen e determining the state
s1 , it must exists 2 2 C su h that l 2 L and s2  hs1 ; 2 i.
 A solution is an element of S~ satisfying all the problem's requirements. A solution
is said multi-dimensional if it is de ned in terms of multiple distin t sequen es over
the elements of C .
 A ost J (L; t) is asso iated to ea h solution . J (L; t) is a fun tion of all the osts
J i j of all the onne tions belonging to the solution.
Let onsider the graph G = (C; L) asso iated to a given dis rete optimization problem
instan e as above de ned. The solutions to the optimization problem an be expressed in
terms of feasible paths on the graph G.2 ACO algorithms an be used to nd minimum
ost paths (sequen es) feasible with respe t to the onstraints .3
In ACO algorithms a population ( olony) of agents (or ants) olle tively solve the
optimization problem under onsideration by using the above graph representation. Information olle ted by the ants during the sear h pro ess is en oded in pheromone trails
1 2

2 For example, in the traveling salesman problem de

ned in se tion 2.4.1, C is the set of ities, L is the
set of ar s onne ting ities, and a solution is an Hamiltonian ir uit.
3 In the following, the terms node and omponent, as well as ar and onne tion/transition, will be
used inter hangeably.
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asso iated to onne tion lij .4 Pheromone trails en ode a long-term memory about the
whole ant sear h pro ess. Depending on the problem representation hosen, pheromone
trails an be asso iated to all problem's ar s, or only to some of them. Ar s an also
have an asso iated heuristi value ij representing a priori information about the problem
instan e de nition or run-time information provided by a sour e di erent from the ants.
The ants' olony presents the following general hara teristi s:
 Although ea h ant is omplex enough to nd a (probably poor) solution to the
problem under onsideration, good quality solutions an only emerge as the result
of the olle tive intera tion among the ants.
 Ea h ant makes use only of private information and of information lo al to the node
it is visiting.
 Ants ommuni ate with other ants only in an indire t way, mediated by the information they read/write in the variables storing pheromone trail values.
 Ants are not adaptive themselves. On the ontrary, they adaptively modify the way
the problem is represented and per eived by other ants.
Ants of the olony have the following properties:
 An ant sear hes for minimum ost feasible solutions J^ = min J (L; t).
 An ant k has a memory Mk that it an use to store information on the path it
followed so far. Memory an be used (i) to build feasible solutions, (ii) to evaluate
the solution found, and (iii) to retra e the path ba kward.
 An ant k in state sr = hsr 1; ii an move to any node j in its feasible neighborhood
Nik , de ned as Nik = fj j (j 2 Ni) ^ (hsr ; j i 2 S~)g.
 An ant k an be assigned a start state sks and one or more termination onditions
ek .5
 Ants start from the start state and move to feasible neighbor states, building the
solution in an in remental way. The onstru tion pro edure stops when for at least
one ant k at least one of the termination onditions ek is satis ed.
 An ant k lo ated on node i an move to a node j hosen in Nik . The move is sele ted
applying a probabilisti de ision rule.
 The ants' probabilisti de ision rule is a fun tion of (i) the values stored in a node
lo al data stru ture Ai = [aij ℄ alled ant-routing table, obtained by a fun tional
omposition of node lo ally available pheromone trails and heuristi values, (ii) the
ant's private memory storing its past history, and (iii) the problem onstraints.
 When moving from node i to neighbor node j the ant an update the pheromone
trail ij on the ar (i; j ). This is alled online step-by-step pheromone update.

ij

4 Here and in the following, we simplify notation by setting l i j = lij .
5 Usually, the start state is expressed as a unit length sequen e, that is, a single
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omponent.

 On e built a solution, the ant an retra e the same path ba kward and update the

pheromone trails on the traversed ar s. This is alled online delayed pheromone
update.
 On e it has built a solution, and, if the ase, after it has retra ed the path ba k to
the sour e node, the ant dies, freeing all the allo ated resour es.
Informally, the behavior of ants in an ACO algorithm an be summarized as follows. A
olony of ants on urrently and asyn hronously move through adja ent states of the problem by moving through neighbor nodes of G, as shown in the S-ACO algorithm. They
move by applying a sto hasti lo al de ision poli y that makes use of the information ontained in the node-lo al ant-routing tables. By moving, ants in rementally build solutions
to the optimization problem. On e an ant has built a solution, or while the solution is
being built, the ant evaluates the solution and deposits information about its goodness on
the pheromone trails of the onne tions it used. This pheromone information will dire t
the sear h of the future ants.
Besides ants' a tivity, an ACO algorithm an in lude two more pro edures: pheromone
trail evaporation and daemon a tions.6 Pheromone evaporation is the pro ess by means of
whi h the pheromone trail intensity on the onne tions automati ally de reases over time.
From a pra ti al point of view, pheromone evaporation is needed to avoid a too rapid
onvergen e of the algorithm towards a sub-optimal region. It implements a useful form
of forgetting, favoring the exploration of new areas of the sear h spa e. Daemon a tions
an be used to implement entralized a tions whi h annot be performed by single ants.
Examples are the a tivation of a lo al optimization pro edure, or the olle tion of global
information that an be used to de ide whether it is useful or not to deposit additional
pheromone to bias the sear h pro ess from a non-lo al perspe tive. As a pra ti al example,
the daemon an observe the path found by ea h ant in the olony and hoose to deposit
extra pheromone on the ar s used by the ant that made the shortest path. Pheromone
updates performed by the daemon are alled oine pheromone updates.
In gure 2.3 the ACO meta-heuristi behavior is des ribed in pseudo- ode. The main
pro edure of the ACO meta-heuristi manages, via the s hedule a tivities onstru t,
the s heduling of the three above dis ussed omponents of an ACO algorithm: (i) ants'
generation and a tivity, (ii) pheromone evaporation, and (iii) daemon a tions. It is important to note that the s hedule a tivities onstru t does not spe ify how these three
a tivities are s heduled and syn hronized and, in parti ular, whether they should be exe uted in a ompletely parallel and independent way, or if some kind of syn hronization
among them is ne essary. This leaves the designer the freedom to spe ify the way these
three pro edures should intera t.
Although ACO algorithms are suitable to nd minimum ost (shortest) paths on a
graph in general, it is important to note that they are an interesting approa h only for
those shortest path problems to whi h more lassi al algorithms like dynami programming
or label orre ting methods [1℄ annot be eÆ iently applied. This is the ase for example
for the following types of shortest path problems:
 NP-hard problems, for whi h the dimension of the full state-spa e graph is exponential in the dimension of the problem representation. In this ase, ants make use
of the mu h smaller graph G, built from the problem's omponents, and use their
6 The daemon a

tions omponent is optional.
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procedure ACO meta-heuristic()
while (termination criterion
schedule activities

not satisfied

ants generation and activity();
pheromone evaporation();
daemon actions(); foptionalg

end schedule activities
end while
end procedure

procedure ants generation and activity()
while (available resources)

schedule the creation of a new ant();
new active ant();
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end while
end procedure

1

procedure new active ant() fant lifecycleg
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)

initialize ant();

M = update ant memory();
while (current state =
6 target state)
A = read local ant-routing table();
P = compute transition probabilities(A M );
next state = apply ant decision policy(P );
;

;

move to next state(next state);
if (online

;

step-by-step pheromone update

deposit pheromone on the visited arc();
update ant-routing table();

)

end if

M = update internal state();

end while
if (online delayed
foreach visited

pheromone update
arc
do

2

)

deposit pheromone on the visited arc();
update ant-routing table();

end foreach
end if

die();

end procedure

Figure 2.3: The ACO meta-heuristi in pseudo- ode. Comments are en losed in bra es.
The pro edure daemon a tions() at line 6 of the ACO meta heuristi () pro edure is
optional and refers to entralized a tions exe uted by a daemon possessing global knowledge. In the new a tive ant() pro edure, the target state (line 4) refers to a omplete
solution built by the ant, while the step-by-step and delayed pheromone updating pro edures at lines 9-10 and 14-15 are often mutually ex lusive. When both of them are absent
the pheromone is deposited by the daemon.
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memory to generate feasible solutions whi h in most ACO implementations are then
taken to a lo al optimum by a problem spe i lo al optimizer.
 Those shortest path problems in whi h the properties of the problem's graph representation hange over time on urrently with the optimization pro ess, that has
to adapt to the problem's dynami s. In this ase, the problem's graph an even be
physi ally available (like in networks problems), but its properties, like the value of
onne tion osts Jij (t), an hange over time. In this ase we onje ture that the use
of ACO algorithms be omes more and more appropriate as the variation rate of osts
Jij (t)'s in reases and/or the knowledge about the variation pro ess diminishes. In
fa t, in these ases the eÆ ient appli ation of te hniques like dynami programming
or other standard algorithms be omes very diÆ ult if feasible at all.
 Those problems in whi h the omputational ar hite ture is spatially distributed, as
in the ase of parallel and/or network pro essing. Here ACO algorithms, due to
their intrinsi ally distributed and multi-agent nature that well mat hes these types
of ar hite tures, an be very e e tive.
In the following se tion we will onsider the appli ation of the ACO-meta-heuristi
to two paradigmati problems belonging to the above de ned lasses of problems: the
traveling salesman problem (TSP) and the adaptive routing in ommuni ations networks.
TSP is the prototypi al representative of NP-hard ombinatorial optimization problems
[28℄ where the problem instan e is stati ally assigned and the information is globally
available. On the ontrary, in the problem of adaptive routing in ommuni ations networks
an exogenous pro ess (the in oming data traÆ ) makes the problem instan e hange over
the time, and temporal onstraints impose to solve the problem in a distributed way.
The hapters 3, 4, and 5 of this book illustrate further appli ations of the ACO metaheuristi to problems falling in the rst of the two above lasses, while further and more
detailed examples of appli ations to adaptive routing an be found in [13, 15, 45, 51℄.
2.4
2.4.1

ACO for the traveling salesman problem
The traveling salesman problem

The traveling salesman problem (TSP) plays an important role in ant olony optimization
be ause it was the rst problem to be atta ked by these methods (see [16, 21, 22℄). The
TSP was hosen for many reasons: (i) it is a problem to whi h the ant olony metaphor is
easily adapted, (ii) it is one of the most studied NP -hard [37, 43℄ problems in ombinatorial
optimization, and (iii) it is very easily explained, so that the algorithm behavior is not
obs ured by too many te hni alities.
The traveling salesman problem, using the terminology introdu ed in the previous
se tion, an be de ned as follows. Let C be a set of omponents, representing ities, L be
a set of onne tions fully onne ting the elements in C , and J i j be the ost (length) of
the onne tion between i and j , that is, the distan e between ities i and j . The TSP
is the problem of nding a minimal length Hamiltonian ir uit on the graph G = (C; L),
where an Hamiltonian ir uit of graph G is a losed tour visiting on e and only on e all
the N nodes of G, and its length is given by the sum of the lengths J i j of all the ar s
of whi h it is omposed. Distan es need not be symmetri (in an asymmetri TSP J i j
8

an be di erent from J j i ), and the graph need not be fully onne ted: if it is not, the
missing ar s an be added giving them a very high length.
In the following we will present Ant System, a paradigmati example of how ACO
algorithms an be applied to the TSP. Extensions of Ant System an be found in [20, 47℄.
2.4.2

Ant System for the TSP

Ant System (AS), whi h was the rst (1991) [16, 21℄ ACO algorithm, was designed as
a set of three ant algorithms di ering for the way the pheromone trail was updated by
ants. Their names were: ant-density, ant-quantity, and ant- y le. A number of ant algorithms, in luding the ACO meta-heuristi , have later been inspired by ant- y le, the
most performing of the three7 . Many of these implementations have found interesting and
su essful appli ations (see se tion 2.8, or [18℄ for a more detailed overview).
In gure 2.4 the new a tive ant() pro edure used by the AS algorithm is shown. This
an be informally des ribed as follows. A number m  N of ants is positioned in parallel
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

pro edure

new a tive ant(ant

k = ant identifier; i = get start
Mk = i ;
while ( sk 6= number of ities)
forea h j 2 Nik do read(aij );
forea h j 2 Nik do [P ℄ij = pij =
next node = apply
i = next node; sk

10
11
12
13

;

ity()

sk

= i;

P aij ail ;
l2Nik

P N ki ) ;

probabilisti rule( ;

=h

sk ; i

i;

(Mk; i);

add to ant memory

end while
forea h lij

14

ij

15

aij

2 k (t) do
ij + 1=J k ;
P [ij ℄[[il℄ij [℄il℄ ;
l2N
k
i

16

end forea h

17

free all allo ated resour es()

18

identifier)

end pro edure

;

Figure 2.4: Pseudo- ode of Ant System's new a tive ant() pro edure. Instru tion at
steps 9 and 10 are empty be ause no online step-by-step pheromone update is performed.
on m ities. The ants' start state, that is, the start ity, an be hosen randomly, and
the memory Mk of ea h ant k is initialized by adding the urrent start ity to the set of
already visited ities (initially empty). Ants then enter a y le ( gure 2.4, step 16) whi h
lasts N iterations, that is, until ea h ant has ompleted a tour.
During ea h step an ant lo ated on node i reads the entries aij 's of the ant-routing
table Ai of node i ( gure 2.4, step 5), omputes the transition probabilities (step 6), and
7 Hereafter, as it has been done in most published papers, we identify Ant System with ant-
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y le.

then applies its de ision rule on the feasible neighborhood to hoose the ity to move to
(step 7), moves to the new ity (step 8), and updates its memory (step 11).
On e ants have ompleted a tour (whi h happens syn hronously, given that during ea h
iteration of the while loop ea h ant adds a new ity to the tour under onstru tion), they
use their memory to evaluate the built solution and to retra e the same tour ba kward and
in rease the intensity of the pheromone trails ij of visited onne tions lij (steps 13 ! 16).
This has the e e t of making the visited onne tions be ome more desirable for future
ants. Then the ants die. In AS all the ants deposit pheromone and no problem-spe i
daemon a tions are performed. The triggering of pheromone evaporation happens after all
ants have ompleted their tours. Of ourse, it would be easy to add a lo al optimization
daemon a tion; this has been done in most of the ACO algorithms for TSP that have
developed after AS (see for example [20, 49℄).
The amount of pheromone trail ij (t) maintained on onne tion lij is intended to represent the learned desirability of hoosing ity j when in ity i (whi h also orresponds
to the desirability that the ar lij belong to the tour built by an ant). The pheromone
trail information is hanged during problem solution to re e t the experien e a quired by
ants during problem solving. Ants deposit an amount of pheromone proportional to the
quality of the solutions they produ ed: the shorter the tour generated by an ant, the
greater the amount of pheromone it deposits on the ar s whi h it used to generate the
tour.8 This hoi e helps to dire t sear h towards good solutions.
The memory (or internal state) Mk of ea h ant ontains the already visited ities and
is alled tabu list 9 . The memory Mk is used to de ne, for ea h ant k, the set of ities that
an ant lo ated on ity i still has to visit. By exploiting Mk an ant k an build feasible
solutions, that is, it an avoid to visit twi e a same ity. Also, memory allows the ant to
ompute the length of the tour generated and to over the same path ba kward to deposit
pheromone on the visited ar s.
The ant-routing table Ai = [aij (t)℄ of node i, where Ni is the set of all the neighbor
nodes of node i, is obtained by the following fun tional omposition of pheromone trails
ij (t) and lo al heuristi values ij :10
[ (t)℄ [ij ℄
aij = Xij
(2.3)
[il (t)℄ [il ℄ 8j 2 Ni
l2Ni
where and are two parameters that ontrol the relative weight of pheromone trail
and heuristi value.
The probability pkij (t) with whi h at the t -th algorithm iteration an ant k lo ated in
ity i hooses the ity j 2 Nik to move to is given by the following probabilisti de ision
rule:
a (t)
(2.4)
pkij (t) = Xij
ail (t)
l2Nik

8 As for most of the ACO implementations, there is no per- onne tion redit assignment: all the
onne tions belonging to a solution re eive the same amount of pheromone depending on the quality of
the solution the onne tion is part of.
9 The term tabu list is used here to indi ate a simple memory that ontains the set of already visited
ities, and has no relation with tabu sear h [29, 30℄.
10 The heuristi values used are the inverse of the distan e between the two ities as de ned by the
problem instan e.
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where Nik  Ni is the feasible neighborhood of node i for ant k as de ned by using the
ant private memory Mk and the problem onstraints (that is, the set of not yet visited
ities).
The role of the parameters and is the following. If = 0, the losest ities are
more likely to be sele ted: this orresponds to a lassi al sto hasti greedy algorithm (with
multiple starting points sin e ants are initially randomly distributed on the nodes). If on
the ontrary = 0, only pheromone ampli ation is at work: this method will lead to
the rapid emergen e of a stagnation, that is, a situation in whi h all ants make the same
tour whi h, in general, is strongly sub-optimal [22℄. An appropriate trade-o has to be set
between heuristi value and trail intensity.
After all ants have ompleted their tour, ea h ant k deposits a quantity of pheromone
 k (t) = 1=J k (t) on ea h onne tion lij that it has used, where J k (t) is the length of tour
k (t) done by ant k at iteration t:
ij (t) ij (t) +  k (t); 8 lij 2 k (t); k = 1; : : : ; m
(2.5)
where m is the number of ants at ea h iteration (maintained onstant) and the total
number of ants is set to m = NC .11 This way of setting the value  k (t) makes it a
fun tion of the ant's performan e: the shorter the tour done, the greater the amount of
pheromone deposited.
After pheromone updating has been performed by the ants12 , pheromone evaporation
is triggered: the following rule is applied to all the ar s lij of the graph G
ij (t) (1 )ij (t)
(2.6)
where  2 (0; 1℄ is the pheromone trail de ay oeÆ ient (the initial amount of pheromone
ij (0) is set to a same small positive onstant value 0 on all ar s).
2.5
2.5.1

ACO for routing in

ommuni ations networks

The routing problem

The generi routing problem in ommuni ations networks an be informally stated as the
problem of building and using routing tables to dire t data traÆ so that some measure
of network performan e13 is maximized.
We an use the terminology introdu ed in se tion 2.3 to give a formal de nition of the
routing problem. Let the sets C and L orrespond respe tively to the sets of pro essing
nodes and of ommuni ation links of the real network. Let G = (C; L) be a dire ted graph,
where ea h node in the set C represents a network node with pro essing/queuing and
forwarding apabilities, and ea h oriented ar in L is a dire tional transmission system
(link). Ea h link has asso iated a ost measure de ned by its physi al properties and
11 These

parameters settings, and those for , and , set respe tively set to 1, 5 and 0.5, were
experimentally found to be good by Dorigo [16℄.
12 In the original ant system [16, 21℄ pheromone evaporation was performed before pheromone updating.
The algorithm presented here and the original one are exa tly the same if the values  k (t) used in
equation 2.5 are set to  k (t) = 1=((1 )  J k (t)).
13 The hoi e of a measure of network performan e is a fun tion of the type of network and of the provided
servi es. For example, in a pa ket-swit hing network, performan e an be measured by throughput
(amount of orre tly delivered bits per time unit), and by the distribution of data pa ket delays.
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rossing traÆ ow. Network appli ations generate data ows from sour e to destination
nodes. For ea h node in the network, the lo al routing omponent uses the lo al routing
table to hoose the best outgoing link to dire t in oming data towards their destination
nodes. The routing table Ri = [rijd℄ of a generi node i, where Ni is the set of neighbors
of i, says to data pa kets entering node i and dire ted towards destination node d whi h
should be the next node j 2 Ni to move to. Routing tables are bi-dimensional be ause
the hoi e of the neighbor node to whi h a data pa ket entering a generi node i should
be forwarded is a fun tion of the pa ket destination node d. Ant-routing tables posses
the same bi-dimensional stru ture: pheromone trails asso iated to ea h onne tion are
ve tors of NC 1 values. In fa t, ant-routing tables, in all the ACO implementations
for routing, are used to build the routing tables by means of implementation-dependent
s hemes. These ve torial pheromone trails are the natural extension of the s alar trails
used for the TSP.
Other important di eren es with the TSP implementation arise from the di erent
nature of the two problems: (i) ea h ant is assigned a de ned pair (s; d) of start-destination
nodes and, dis overing a path between s and d, the ant builds only a part of the whole
problem solution, de ned in terms of paths between all the pairs (i; j ) in the network,
(ii) the ost asso iated to the onne tions are not stati ally assigned: they depend on the
onne tion's physi al properties and on the traÆ rossing the onne tion, that intera ts
re ursively with the routing de isions.
In the following subse tion we present S-AntNet, a simpli ed version of the AntNet
algorithm. A detailed des ription of AntNet an be found in [13℄, while a more performing
extension of it is des ribed in [15℄).
2.5.2

S-AntNet

In S-AntNet, ea h ant sear hes for a minimum ost path between a pair of nodes of the
network. Ants are laun hed from ea h network node towards destination nodes randomly
sele ted to mat h the traÆ patterns. Ea h ant has a sour e node s and a destination
node d, and moves from s to d hopping from one node to the next till node d is rea hed.
When ant k is in node i, it hooses the next node j to move to a ording to a probabilisti
de ision rule fun tion of the ant's memory Mk and of the lo al ant-routing table Ai.
Pheromone trails are still onne ted to ar s, but are memorized in variables asso iated
to ar -destination pairs. That is, ea h dire ted ar (i; j ) has n 1 trail values ijd 2 [0; 1℄
asso iated, one for ea h possible destination node d an ant lo ated in node i an have
(therefore, in general, ijd 6= jid). Ea h ar has also asso iated an heuristi value ij 2
[0; 1℄ independent of the nal destination. The heuristi values are set to the following
values:
q
ij = 1 P ij
(2.7)
l2Ni qil
where qij is the length (in bits waiting to be sent) of the queue of the link onne ting
the node i with its neighbor j .
In S-AntNet, as well as in most other implementation of ACO algorithms for routing
problems, the daemon omponent (line 6 of the ACO meta-heuristi of gure 2.3) is not
present.
The lo al ant-routing table Ai is obtained by a fun tional omposition of the lo al
pheromone trails ijd and heuristi values ij . While building the path to the destination,
ants move using the same link queues as data. In this way ants experien e the same
12

delays as data pa kets and the time Tsd elapsed while moving from the sour e node s
to the destination node d an be used as a measure of the path quality. The overall
\goodness" of a path an be evaluated by an heuristi fun tion of the trip time Tsd and
of a lo al adaptive statisti al model maintained in ea h node. In fa t, paths need to
be evaluated relative to the network status be ause a trip time T judged of low quality
under low ongestion onditions ould be an ex ellent one under high traÆ load. On e
the generi ant k has ompleted a path, it deposits on the visited nodes an amount of
pheromone  k (t) proportional to the goodness of the path it built. To this purpose,
after rea hing its destination node, the ant moves ba k to its sour e nodes along the same
path but ba kward and using high priority queues, to allow a fast propagation of the
olle ted information.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

pro edure

new a tive ant(ant identifier)
k = ant identifier; i = f = get start node(); d = get
Mk = i;
while (i 6= d)
forea h j 2 Nik do read(aijd );
aijd
;
forea h j 2 Nik do [P ℄ijd = pijd =

P

next node = apply
i = next node; sk

probabilisti rule

add to ant memory

(Mk; i);

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

l2Nik

end while
forea h lij

2 k (t)

= hsk ; ii ;

;

end node()

sk

= i;

ail

(P ; N ki ) ;

do

+  ;
wijd + (1 w )ij
aijd
;
w + (1 w )( Nik 1)
end forea h
free all allo ated resour es();
ijd

ijd

k

end pro edure

Figure 2.5: Pseudo- ode of S-AntNet's new a tive ant() pro edure. Instru tion at steps
9 and 10 are empty be ause no online step-by-step pheromone update is performed. The
update of pheromone trails and of ant-routing tables is done by the ant during its ba kward
path toward the origin node.
During this ba kward path from d to s the ant k in reases the pheromone trail value
of ea h onne tion lij previously used while it was moving from s to d. The
pheromone trail intensity is in reased by applying the following rule:
ijd (t) ijd (t) +  k (t)
(2.8)
The reason the ant updates the pheromone trails during its ba kward trip is that,
before it an ompute the amount of pheromone  k (t) to deposit on the visited ar s it
needs to omplete a path from sour e to destination to evaluate it.
ijd (t)
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After the pheromone trail on the visited ar has been updated, the pheromone value of
all the outgoing onne tions of the same node i, relative to the destination d, evaporates:14
ijd (t)
(2.9)
ijd (t)
(1 +  k (t)) ; 8j 2 Ni
where Ni is the set of neighbors of node i.
As we said, S-AntNet's ant-routing table Ai = [aijd(t)℄ of node i is obtained, as usual,
by the omposition of the pheromone trail values with the lo al heuristi values. This is
done as follows:
w (t) + (1 w)ij
(2.10)
aijd (t) = ijd
w + (1 w)(jNij 1)
where j 2 Ni, d is the destination node, w 2 [0; 1℄ is a weighting fa tor and the
denominator is a normalization term.
The ants de ision rule is then de ned as follows. Let, at time t, ant k be lo ated on
node i and be dire ted towards node d. If Mk  Ni, that is, if there is at least one ity
in the ant's urrent lo ation neighborhood15 that ant k has not visited yet, then the ant
hooses the next node j 2 Ni with probability
(
2= Mk ;
(2.11)
pijd(t) = 0aijd (t) ifif jj 2
Mk
otherwise, the ant hooses a ity j 2 Ni with uniform probability: pijd(t) = 1=(n 1).
In other words, ants try to avoid y les (equation 2.11) but, in the ase all the nodes in
i's neighborhood have been already visited by the ant, the ant has no hoi e and it has to
re-visit a node, generating in this way a y le. In this ase the generated y le is deleted
from the ant memory, that forgets ompletely about it. Considering the sto hasti ity of
the de ision rule and the evolution in the traÆ onditions, it is very unlikely that the ant
ontinues y ling over the same y le.
2.6

Parallel implementations

The population-oriented nature of ACO algorithms makes them parti ularly suitable to
parallel implementation. In parti ular, it is at least in prin iple possible to exploit three
di erent types of parallelism: (i) parallelism at the level of ants, (ii) parallelism at the level
of data, and (iii) fun tional parallelism. Parallelism at the level of ants, whi h is probably
the most obvious way of parallelizing an ACO algorithm, onsists in onsidering a number
NC of olonies, NC > 1, ea h applied to the same problem instan e. Colonies an be allowed or not to ex hange information on the sear h pro ess. Parallelism at the level of data
onsists in splitting the onsidered problem in a number of subproblems, ea h one solved
by a olony of ants. Last, fun tional parallelism ould be easily obtained by letting the
three pro edures ants generations and a tivity(), pheromone evaporation(), and
14 In

this ase the de ay fa tor is hosen so that it operates a normalization of the pheromone values
whi h ontinue therefore to be usable as probabilities.
15 In S-AntNet, di erently from what happens in Ant System, the neighborhood and the feasible neighborhood are the same (i.e., Nik  Ni ).
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daemon a tions() (lines 4-6 of the ACO meta-heuristi () pro edure of gure 2.3) perform their a tivities on urrently, maybe ex hanging syn hronization signals. Obviously,
fun tional parallelism an be ombined with the other two types of parallelism. Currently,
all the parallel implementations of ACO algorithms use ant level parallelism. These implementations are brie y reviewed in the following.
 The rst parallel versions of an ACO algorithm was Bolondi and Bondanza's implementation of AS for the TSP on the Conne tion Ma hine CM-2 [34℄. The approa h
taken was that of attributing a single pro essing unit to ea h ant [2℄. Unfortunately,
experimental results showed that ommuni ation overhead an be a major problem
with this approa h on ne grained parallel ma hines, sin e ants spend most of their
time ommuni ating to other ants the modi ations they did to pheromone trails.
As a result, the algorithm's performan e was not impressive and s aled up very badly
when in reasing the problem dimensions.
 Better results were obtained on a oarse grained parallel network of 16 transputers
[2, 17℄. In this implementation, Bolondi and Bondanza divided the olony in NC
sub olonies, where NC was set to be the same as the number of available pro essors.
Ea h sub olony a ted as a omplete olony and implemented therefore a standard
AS algorithm. On e ea h sub olony ompleted an iteration of the algorithm, a
hierar hi al broad ast ommuni ation pro ess olle ted the information about the
tours of all the ants in all the sub olonies and then broad ast this information to all
the NC pro essors. In this way, a on urrent update of the pheromone trails was
performed. The speed-up obtained with this approa h was nearly linear with the
number of pro essors and this behavior was shown to be rather stable for in reasing
problem dimensions.
 More re ently, Bullnheimer, Kotsis and Strauss [8℄ proposed two oarse grained parallel versions of AS alled Syn hronous Parallel Implementation (SPI) and Partially
Asyn hronous Parallel Implementation (PAPI). SPI is basi ally the same as the one
implemented on transputers by Bolondi and Bondanza, while in PAPI pheromone
information is ex hanged among sub olonies every xed number of iterations done
by ea h sub olony. The two algorithms have been evaluated by simulation. The ndings show that PAPI performs better than SPI, where performan e was measured
by running time and speedup. This is probably due to PAPI's redu ed ommuniation aused by the less frequent ex hange of pheromone trail information among
sub olonies. More experimentation will be ne essary to ompare the quality of the
results produ ed by the SPI and the PAPI implementations.
 An interesting aspe t of any ant level parallel implementation is the type of pheromone
trail information that should be ex hanged between the NC sub olonies and how
this information should be used to update the sub olony's trail information. Kruger,
Merkle and Middendorf [36℄ onsidered: (i) the ex hange of the global best solution:
every sub olony uses the global best solution to hoose where to add pheromone
trail; (ii) the ex hange of the lo al best solutions: every sub olony re eives the lo al
best solution from all other sub olonies and uses it to update pheromone trails; and
(iii) the ex hange of the total trail information: every olony omputes the average
over the trail information of all olonies (i.e., if  r = [ijr ℄ is the trail information of
sub olony r, 1  r  NC , then every olony r sends  r to the other olonies and
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h
afterwards omputes ijr = PNC
h=1 ij , 1 ; i; j  n. Preliminary results indi ate that
methods (i) and (ii) are faster and give better solutions than method (iii).
 The exe ution of parallel independent runs is the easiest way to obtain a parallel
algorithm and, obviously, it is a reasonable approa h when the underlying algorithm,
as it is the ase with ACO algorithms, is randomized. Stutzle [46℄ presents omputational results for the exe ution of parallel independent runs on up to ten pro essors
of his MMAS algorithm [47, 48℄. His results show that the performan e of MMAS
improves with the number of pro essors.
2.7

Ants, pheromones, and solutions evaluation

In this se tion we dis uss some of the most hara terizing aspe ts of ACO algorithms.
In parti ular, we fo us on the way solutions generated by ants are evaluated, the way
these evaluations are used to dire t, via pheromone trail laying, ants' sear h, and on the
importan e of using a olony of ants.
In ACO algorithms solutions generated by
ants provide feedba k to dire t the sear h of future ants entering the system. This
is done by two me hanisms. The rst one, whi h is ommon to all ACO algorithms,
onsists of an expli it solution evaluation. In this ase some measure of the quality of
the solution generated is used to de ide how mu h pheromone should be deposited
by ants. The se ond one is a kind of impli it solution evaluation. In this ase,
ants exploit the di erential path length (DPL) e e t of real ants foraging behavior.
That is, the fa t that if an ant hooses a shorter path then it is the rst to deposit
pheromone and to bias the sear h of forth oming ants.
It turns out that in geographi ally distributed problems, network problems in our
ase, impli it solution evaluation based on the DPL e e t plays an important role.
In fa t, as it was shown for example in [12, 13℄ where expli it solution evaluation was
swit hed o by setting the amount of pheromone deposited by ants to a onstant
value independent of the ost of the path built by the ant, it is possible to nd
good solutions to network problems just exploiting the DPL e e t. Quite obviously,
it has also been shown that oupling expli it and impli it solution evaluation (by
making the amount of pheromone deposited proportional to the ost of the solution
generated) improves performan e.
The fa t that the DPL e e t be exploited only in geographi ally distributed network
problems is due to eÆ ien y reasons. In fa t, the distributed nature of nodes in
routing problems allows the exploitation of the DPL e e t in a very natural way,
without in urring in any additional omputational osts. This is due both to the
de entralized nature of the system and to the inherently asyn hronous nature of the
dynami s of a real network.
On the ontrary, this is not the ase in ombinatorial optimization problems where
the most natural way to implement ACO algorithms is by a olony of syn hronized
ants, that is, ants that syn hronously add elements to the solution they are building. Of ourse, it would in prin iple be possible to have asyn hronous, in the sense
explained above, ants also in ombinatorial optimization problems. The problem
is that the omputational ineÆ ien ies introdu ed by the omputational overhead

Impli it and expli it solution evaluation.
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ne essary to have independent, asyn hronous ants an outweigh the gains due to the
exploitation of the DPL e e t (this was the ase, for example, of the asyn hronous
implementation of an ACO algorithm for the TSP reported in [11℄).
As we said above, after an ant
has built a solution the ost of the built solution is used to ompute the amount of
pheromone the ant should deposit on the visited edges. In Ant System, for example,
ea h ant deposits an amount of pheromone inversely proportional to the ost of the
solution it generated. Obviously, this is only one of the possible hoi es and many
implementations of ACO algorithms for the TSP or other ombinatorial optimization
problems exist that use di erent fun tional forms of the solution ost to de ide how
mu h pheromone the ants, or the daemon, should deposit. A problem whi h arises
in routing problems, and in general in any problem where the hara teristi s of the
problem hange in unpredi table ways during problem solution, is that there is no
simple way to evaluate a solution and therefore to de ide how mu h pheromone ants
should deposit. A way out to this problem, whi h is used by AntNet [12, 13℄, is to
use ants to learn online a model of the network status that an be used to evaluate
how good the solutions found by ants are.
The exa t number of ants to be used is a parameter that, most of the
times, must be set experimentally. Fortunately, ACO algorithms seem to be rather
robust to the a tual number of ants used. Here we will therefore limit our dis ussion
to the following question: Why to use a olony of ants (i.e., the setting of m > 1)
instead of using one single ant? In fa t, although a single ant is apable of generating
a solution, eÆ ien y onsiderations suggest that the use of a olony of ants an be
a desirable hoi e. This is parti ularly true for geographi ally distributed problems,
be ause the di erential length e e t exploited by ants in the solution of this lass of
problems an only arise in presen e of a olony of ants. It is also interesting to note
that in routing problems ants solve N^ < N 2 shortest path problems, and a olony
of ants should be used for ea h of these problems.
On the other hand, in the ase of ombinatorial optimization problems in whi h ants
move syn hronously, the use of m ants that build  solutions ea h (i.e., the ACO
algorithm is run for  iterations) is equivalent, at least in prin iple, to the use of
one ant that generates m   solutions. Nevertheless, experimental eviden e suggests
that the algorithm's performan e is at its best when the number m of ants is set to
a value M > 1, where M is, in general, dependent on the lass of problems to whi h
the algorithm is applied.

Expli it solution evaluation and pheromone laying.

Number of ants.

2.8

Other ACO meta-heuristi

appli ations

There are now available numerous su essful implementations of the ACO meta-heuristi
( gure 2.3) applied to a number of di erent ombinatorial optimization problems (see table
2.1). The list is ordered by appli ation problem and hronologi ally. The most studied
problems have been the traveling salesman (TSP), the quadrati assignment (QAP) and
routing in tele ommuni ation networks. For all of these problems, ACO algorithms are
ompetitive with the best available heuristi approa hes. In parti ular:
 For the parti ularly important lass of quadrati assignment problems whi h model
real world problems, ACO algorithms are urrently one of the most performing
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heuristi s available. The next hapter of this book presents an overview of the
available ACO algorithms for the QAP.
 Results obtained by the appli ation of ACO algorithms to the TSP are very enouraging (see [20℄): results obtained using a rather unsophisti ated lo al sear h
pro edure based on the 3-opt [38℄ allow to obtain results whi h are very lose to
those obtainable by mu h more sophisti ated methods. More resear h will be ne essary to assess whether ACO algorithms an rea h the performan e of state-of-the-art
algorithms like Iterated Lin-Kernighan [35℄.
 An ACO algorithm alled AntNet [13, 15℄ outperformed a number of state-of-the-art
routing algorithms for pa ket-swit hing networks on a set of ben hmark problems.
Very interesting results have been obtained also for:
 The sequential ordering problem, that is, the problem of nding the shortest Hamiltonian path on a graph whi h satis es a set of pre eden e onstraints on the order in
whi h ities are visited. When applied to this problem HAS-SOP, an ACO algorithm
oupled to a lo al sear h routine, has improved many of the best known results on
a wide set of ben hmark problems [25℄.
 The shortest ommon supersequen e problem and the vehi le routing problem. These
two problems, as well as the ACO algorithms proposed for their solution, are the
subje t of the two on luding hapters of this book se tion dedi ated to ACO algorithms.
Last, ACO algorithms have also been applied to the graph oloring problem, for whi h
reasonably good, although not state-of-the-art results were obtained.
2.9

A short overview of the appli ations presented in
the following

hapters of the se tion

This se tion of the book in ludes three further hapters dedi ated to appli ations of
ACO algorithms to some important and diÆ ult ombinatorial optimization problems:
the quadrati assignment problem (QAP), the vehi le routing problem (VRP), and the
shortest ommon supersequen e problem (SCS). Although these problems are introdu ed
and dis ussed in detail in the forth oming hapters, it is interesting here to show how they
an be ast in the ACO meta-heuristi framework.
2.9.1

The quadrati

assignment problem

The quadrati assignment problem an be stated as follows. Consider a set of n a tivities
that have to be assigned to n lo ations. A matrix D = [dij ℄ gives distan es between lo ations, where dij is the Eu lidean distan e between lo ation i and lo ation j , and a matrix
F = [fhk ℄ hara terizes ows among a tivities (transfers of data, material, humans, et .),
where fhk is the ow between a tivity h and a tivity k. An assignment is a permutation
 of f1; : : : ; ng, where  (i) is the a tivity that is assigned to lo ation i. The problem is to
nd a permutation m su h that the produ t of the ows among a tivities by the distan es
between their lo ations be minimized. Here it is interesting to note that the TSP an be
18

Table 2.1. List of appli ations of ACO algorithms to ombinatorial optimization problems. Classi ation by appli ation and
hronologi ally ordered.

Problem name

Traveling salesman
Quadrati assignment
Vehi le routing
Conne tion-oriented
network routing
Conne tion-less
network routing
Sequential ordering
Graph oloring
Shortest ommon
supersequen
e

Authors

Dorigo, Maniezzo & Colorni
Gambardella & Dorigo
Dorigo & Gambardella
Stutzle & Hoos
Bullnheimer, Hartl & Strauss
Maniezzo, Colorni & Dorigo
Gambardella, Taillard & Dorigo
Stutzle & Hoos
Maniezzo & Colorni
Maniezzo
Bullnheimer, Hartl & Strauss
Gambardella, Taillard & Agazzi
S hoonderwoerd, Holland,
Bruten & Rothkrantz
White, Pagurek & Oppa her
Di Caro & Dorigo
Bonabeau, Henaux, Guerin,
Snyers, Kuntz & Theraulaz
Di Caro & Dorigo
Subramanian, Drus hel & Chen
Heusse, Guerin, Snyers & Kuntz
van der Put & Rothkrantz
Gambardella & Dorigo
Costa & Hertz
Mi hel & Middendorf

Year

Main referen es

Algorithm name

1997
1997
1998
1998
1997
1997
1998

[12, 13, 15℄
[50℄
[33℄
[51, 52℄
[25℄
[10℄
[42℄

AntNet & AntNet-FA
Regular ants
CAF
ABC-ba kward
HAS-SOP
ANTCOL
AS-SCS

1991
1995
1996
1997
1997
1994
1997
1998
1998
1998
1996
1999
1996
1998
1998
1998

a HAS-QAP is an ant algorithm whi h does not follow all the aspe
b This is a variant of the original AS-QAP.

[16, 21, 22℄
[23℄
[19, 20, 24℄
[47, 48℄
[6℄
[41℄
[27℄
[49℄
[40℄
[39℄
[9, 5, 7℄
[26℄
[45, 44℄
[53℄
[14℄
[4℄

AS
Ant-Q
ACS & ACS-3-opt
MMAS
ASrank
AS-QAP
HAS-QAPa
MMAS-QAP
AS-QAPb
ANTS-QAP
AS-VRP
HAS-VRP
ABC
ASGA
AntNet-FS
ABC-smart ants

ts of the ACO meta-heuristi .

seen a parti ular ase of the QAP: the items are the set of integers between 1 and n, while
the lo ations are the ities to be visited. The TSP is then the problem of assigning a
di erent integer number to ea h ity in su h a way that the tour whi h visits the ities
ordered a ording to their assigned number has minimal length.
In the ACO algorithms presented in Chapter 3 of this book the QAP is represented as
follows. The set C of the omponents is omposed of the a tivities and of the lo ations.
Transitions are from a tivities to lo ations and from lo ations to a tivities. Typi ally, an
ant starts building a solution by rst hoosing an a tivity, then a lo ation to whi h to
assign the a tivity, then another a tivity, and so on, until all a tivities have been assigned.
A tivities, as well as lo ations, are hosen within the feasible neighborhood, that is, within
the set of a tivities (lo ations) not yet assigned. Typi ally, in AS-QAP and MMAS-QAP
for example, pheromone trails are asso iated to transitions from a tivities to lo ations
(that is, to the hoi e of the lo ation to whi h to assign an a tivity), but not to transitions
from lo ations to a tivities (whi h are hosen by some probabilisti or heuristi rule that
is not a fun tion of pheromone trails). Obviously, nothing prevents from de ning an ACO
algorithm in whi h also transitions from lo ations to a tivities are a fun tion of pheromone
trails.
2.9.2

The shortest

ommon supersequen e problem

Given a set L of strings over an alphabet , the shortest ommon supersequen e problem
onsists in nding a string of minimal length that is a supersequen e of ea h string in L. A
string B is a supersequen e of a string A if B an be obtained from A by inserting in A zero
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or more hara ters. Consider for example the set L = bbbaaa; bbaaab; baab; baaa . The
string bbbaaab is a shortest supersequen e. Ants build solutions by repeatedly removing
symbols from the front of the strings in L and appending them to the supersequen e under
onstru tion. In pra ti e, ea h ant maintains a ve tor of pointers to the front of the strings
(where the front of a string is the rst hara ter in the string not yet removed) and moves
in the spa e of the feasible ve tors. Here the representation used by the ACO algorithm
is the following. The omponents are the ve tors of pointers, the transitions are impli itly
de ned by the rules whi h govern the way in whi h hara ters an be removed from the
string fronts, and the onstraints are impli itly de ned by the ordering of the hara ters
in the strings.
2.9.3

The vehi le routing problem

Vehi le routing problems (VRPs) are a lass of problems in whi h a set of vehi les has to
serve a set of ustomers minimizing a ost fun tion and subje t to a number of onstraints.
The hara teristi s of the vehi les and of the onstraints determines the parti ular type of
VRP. A simple example is the following: Let G = (V; A; d) be a omplete weighted dire ted
graph, where V = fv0 ; : : : ; vng is the set of verti es, A = (i; j ) : i 6= j is the set of ar s,
and a weight dij  0 is asso iated to ar (i; j ) and represents the distan e between vi and
vj . Vertex v0 represents a depot, while the other verti es represent ustomers lo ations.
A demand di  0 and a servi e time i  0 are asso iated to ea h ustomer vi (d0 = 0 and
0 = 0). The obje tive is to nd minimum ost vehi le routes su h that (i) every ustomer
is visited exa tly on e by exa tly one vehi le, (ii) for every vehi le the total demand does
not ex eed the vehi le apa ity D, (iii) every vehi le starts and ends its tour in the depot,
and (iv) the total tour length of ea h vehi le does not ex eed a bound L. It is easy to see
that VRPs and TSPs are losely related: a VRP onsists of the solution of many TSPs
with ommon start and end ities. As in the TSP, ants build their solutions by sequentially
visiting all the ities: the problem's omponents are the ities, while the transitions an
be asso iated to the ar s. The feasible neighborhood is given by the set of unvisited ities
and pheromone trails are asso iated to ar s.
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